Bookstore delay slows more than books

BY ANGELA CURTIS

The longer University of Idaho officials take to choose a site for the student bookstore, the longer UI students may have to wait for their financial aid.

And, university officials have still not named a site for the bookstore, nearly a month after a decision was expected on the new location.

"The decision affects other agencies which have a priority on space, including Student Advisory Services and Student Financial Aid," said Terry Armstrong, executive assistant to the president.

"We realize that the longer we wait, the more we throw the transition process in arrears."

The university agency most affected by the delay is Student Financial Aid, which may move into the bookstore site. According to Director of Financial Aid Dan Davenport, the financial aid office is waiting for space anywhere they can find it, and the cramped conditions decrease efficiency, delaying student aid.

"The less efficient we are, the longer it takes to process financial aid," he said. "Thus, it is a major problem affecting the students."

Bruce Pitman, dean of student advisory services, explained how the changes would affect different student agencies.

"Under the proposal made in the fall to find new quarters for the bookstore, the financial aid office would then be moved into the space liberated by the move," he said.

In turn, Student Advisory Services would move into the financial aid space if financial aid is moved to the bookstore site," Pitman said.

In addition to the space vacated by SFA, SAS would also keep its present site, giving SAS more office space.

With all these campus agencies waiting for space, why hasn't the administration chosen a place for the bookstore yet?

According to Armstrong, the selection process was delayed because President Gibb and the administration have been busy working on the Centennial and meeting with the board of regents and the legislature.

"It has been difficult to get the committee together to review the proposals and counter-proposals," he said.

Armstrong said that upcoming budget hearings and board meetings make it impossible to estimate when a site will be chosen:

"If (the administration's meeting schedule) is like taking 24 credits," he said.

Armstrong acknowledged that the bookstore decision is an important issue that needs to be resolved soon.

"It's not that we're docked it at all," he said.

Financial VP spot

Final interviews to be completed this week

BY ANGELA CURTIS

The University of Idaho is still without a chief financial officer as interviews for a new vice president of financial affairs continue this week.

The vice president for financial affairs is the university's chief financial officer and is responsible to the president for supervision of finances. In addition, the financial VP is treasurer of the University of Idaho Foundation.

The spot has remained open since former Vice President of Finance and Development David McKinney left in September to serve as vice president of business and finance at the University of New Mexico. Controller Gerry Reynolds is serving as acting vice president of financial affairs.

Initially, the search was narrowed down to four finalists, but University President Richard Reynolds extended the application process after a December meeting with the search committee.

Dale Gentry, chairman of the search committee, said the committee extended the search because "there was not enough support generated for any one candidate."

Since the extension of the search, three more applicants have joined the race.

New applicants scheduled for interviews this week include Edward Whalen, assistant vice president and director of budgeting at Indiana University-Dearborn, and associate dean for budgetary services at the University of Illinois at Chicago.
Path, park possibility for Palouse

BY CHARLIE RICE

Most people have noticed the nice but short bike path along Paradise Creek and Ghormley Park. The University of Idaho and the City of Moscow are trying to create a system of similar paths connecting the major shopping centers and the downtown.

The key to this plan is the fact that Burlington Northern Railroad is planning to abandon their railroad right-of-way from the other side of Pullman to the east edge of Moscow.

This creates the potential for a bike path from the eastern edge of Moscow to downtown Pullman. To bring the path from an idea to reality will require cooperation of the City of Moscow, the City of Pullman, the University of Idaho and Washington State University.

They will have to negotiate the purchase of the property from Burlington Northern Railroad and come up with the funding to pave the path. Burlington Northern Railroad plans to put the ground up for sale later this year if the abandonment procedure has advanced far enough.

The universities and the cities have the right of first refusal in the purchase of the property. The portion of the right-of-way that lies in Idaho totals 38 acres, is an average width of 20 feet, and is still in use.

Burlington Northern is not a non-profit organization, and will expect a considerable amount of money for the property. It lies in prime commercial zones and has the potential to bring a great deal of money at its sale.

Along with the bike path they exist the possibility for a linear park that would greatly increase the aesthetic quality of downtown Moscow. Currently the area is used for industrial and business purposes.

Along with the bike path and the park potential there is now the possibility to rehabilitate Paradise Creek itself. On Nov. 24, 1987, Vice President George Bush announced Soil Conservation Service plans to expand Conservation Reserve Program eligibility criteria which will add incentives for tree planting and water quality benefits.

This creates the potential for private land owners to be paid for creating a belt of trees along the main stem of Paradise Creek and its major tributaries. This will slow down runoff from rain and snow melt and create a natural water storage area to gradually release water into the creek. It also would dramatically decrease erosion and lessen sediment loads in Paradise Creek.

With increased water quality and the planting of trees along its banks, Paradise Creek could become a major asset to our community and the university.

The rehabilitation of Paradise Creek would require the cooperation of farmers who own property along its banks above the city limits of Moscow. The farm land along Paradise Creek is some of the flattest and most productive land in the area.

PROPOSED route of bike path between Moscow and Pullman. In addition to the bike path along Paradise Creek, a conservation plan for the creek is being considered.

No news is good news

ANALYSIS BY BRIAN HOLLOWAY

Christmas vacation on the University of Idaho campus has been pleasantly uneventful according to the Student Advisory Services office Monday. While most students were at home enjoying the holiday season, two who stayed on campus over the vacation had little to talk about. Automobile accidents and fatalities that have plagued the Christmas vacation in the past were virtually nonexistent.

"We haven't had anything this vacation," said Jim Bauer of Student Advisory Services.

Though this season has been free from any serious automobile accidents, students are still urged to drive carefully throughout the remainder of the winter months. Recent snowfall has given way to hazardous road conditions that could easily lead to injury.

WRITERS NEEDED

WRITE NOW.

Apply at the Gem of the Mountains at 885-6372. You need to bring two pieces of work with you.

GREAT RESUME EXPERIENCE!!

GET A JUMP ON EXPERIENCE.

Sportswriters needed for the Argonaut. Call Erik 885-7705.
News in Brief

FAF deadline set for March

In order to be considered for all types of financial aid from the UI, the financial aid office must have both the results from the Financial Aid Form and a completed copy of the UI Scholarship and Financial Aid application on or before March 11, 1988. "(The FAF) takes approximately six weeks to process," Dan Davenport, director of financial aid said. "We suggest that students should have their FAFs filed by the third week in January." All forms are available from the Financial Aid office in the University Classroom Center.

General to visit Army ROTC

Brigadier General Gary L. Brown, new commander for the region, will be visiting the University of Idaho Army ROTC Wednesday. Brown, who is in charge of 91 colleges and universities and 120 high schools in the region, will overview the university's ROTC program.

New library hours announced

Effective Wednesday, the University of Idaho Library will observe the following new regular hours:
Monday—Friday 8 a.m.—midnight
Saturday 9 a.m.—midnight
Sunday 10 a.m.—midnight

Enrichment classes offered

The University of Idaho Conferences and Enrichment Program offers a total of 16 non-credit evening classes, including aviation pilot, alone and team flying, karate, ballroom dancing, western swing dancing, first aid, swimming, tennis, and "Travel on the Moon," which tells students how to travel cheaply abroad. Course fees vary according to class length and content.

Of special interest is the aviation pilot course, which is required to test for a pilot's license. For more information, contact the Conferences and Enrichment Program Office in the Continuing Ed Building.

Computer illiteracy: no excuses

By Charlie Rice

If you are computer illiterate there are no excuses. The University of Idaho and the ASUS have a number of computer centers available to student use. Computer tutors are also available at some locations.

William Accola, director of computer services, is available in his office in the Administration Building, room 127. In this same office, tutors are also on hand to help students, and on the second floor, in room 217, there is a large computer room with many computers and a wide variety of software.

Some of the programs available are Rainbow Word Processor, Lotus 123 and PC Write. There are no tutors on the second floor.

The SUB basement has a computer room with a selection of software, but has no tutors. This room

See COMPUTER PAGE 15

Hey Students!

1/2 Off 1st month's rent FAST SUPER deal!

when you rent your furniture from GranTree

with minimum agreement and credit check

Can't-Be-Beat

$4995 package

Get 14 pieces, enough furniture for a 3-room apartment!!! Sofa, chair, coffee table, end table, 2 lamps, dinette table with 2 chairs, chest, nightstand, frame, mattress and foundation.

No other offer applies.

The leading furniture rental company in the west.

Conveniently located at:
Moscow Radio and T.V. Service
South 111 Main
Moscow, Idaho
208-882-4411

*Offer ends March 13, 1988
Registration blues

Moonies and coupons

So you made it through the fall semester and decided to come back.

Big hairy deal!

There is still a semester left until summer.

The Christmas break never seems long enough. I mean 25 days, 6 hours and 9 minutes just doesn't cut it.

And classes are again on the first Tuesday of the semester. The first Tuesday is always a special day in hearts of University of Idaho students.

If you were successful in manipulating your advisor to sign your packet on Monday you received an opportunity to stand in line at the registrar's office Tuesday.

It never fails. You wait a lifetime at the end of a winding zig-zagging line until the time slot you meticulously memorized comes up so you can pick up that pretty white sheet to fill your schedule out, only to find you are in the wrong line by the time you get close enough to read the letters on the signs above each table.

After you win the game of 'I'll burn the cashiers stick you for your food stamps and American Express, you are rewarded into a new reality.

Your popularity has just increased astronomically. People are surrounding you with papers, pamphlets, propaganda, coupons, and newspapers.

Yes, that's right, they want to talk to YOU.

Feel like a hobo.

I feel like I just stepped into a scene of the wacky comedy "Air-Port," where Robert Stack enters the terminal and is flung into a sea of popularity.

Moonies, beggars, preachers, thieves, and bald Hare Kristans all dancing around him.

Unfortunately, we cannot escape the post registration delirium like Robert Stack. If you recall, he used some sort of kung fu to drop the mongers as if they were vicious assailants.

Oh, nooo.

We are respectful students and besides this is an opportunity to take and take and take.

Yes, all those goodies they give you.

But, I tell you, don't waste your money until later, so live it up this semester.

Walk from the cashiers as if you own the place because the moonies, clubs, organizations and advertisers want to speak to just you.

Because by Wednesday, you'll be just one of the crew until the Gideon guys show up.

- Clayton Hailey

Candidate's credit testing

Getting the truth from our political candidates these days is a task of increasing difficulty. In fact, the truth may be impossible to find in some instances. In such cases the legitimacy of a candidate's claims should be weighed against information given in the candidates' statements.

Pat Robertson is perhaps the leading candidate in supplying information of questionable veracity to the public. One of Robertson's more egregious claims is that he was "in combat" during the Korean war. In fact, Robertson was a General's aide during his tour in Korea. For those of you who are unaware of the duties of a General's aide, suffice it to say that these men are glorified military butlers. Combat duty indeed.

One wants to ask how a mere Second Lieutenant got such a plush job when a General's aide slot is normally filled by a Captain. Well, coincidentally, Robertson's father happened to be a Senator at the time. Senators are those members of our Government who, among other things, are responsible for promoting or demoting General officers.

So, while virtually all the officers who accompanied Robertson on his trip to Korea bravely slogged their rifles to the front, Robertson wound up as a mere inattentive lackey in America's force.

More recently, Robertson's campaign has been engaged in some questionable financial practices. In asking control of the Michigan Republican party.

Robertson's Christian Broadcasting Network supplied more than eight million dollars in grants and unreimbursed loans to a right wing political group called the "Freedom Council" which purportedly was engaged in "preparation and distribution of non-partisan materials encouraging public participation in the democratic process of our government." According to the Freedom Council, many of these statements Robertson invariably claims to have been made or misunderstood. It is in the hands of the public to determine the truth of the statements above.

If nothing else, I would think that such misrepresentations would cause Christians of Robertson's ilk to give him up as a spurious, equivocating waffler.

Robertson's Christian Broadcast- ing Network supplied more than eight million dollars in grants and unreimbursed loans to a right wing political group called the "Freedom Council" which purportedly was engaged in "preparation and distribution of non-partisan materials encouraging public participation in the democratic process of our government." According to the Freedom Council, many of these statements Robertson invariably claims to have been made or misunderstood. It is in the hands of the public to determine the truth of the statements above. If nothing else, I would think that such misrepresentations would cause Christians of Robertson's ilk to give him up as a spurious, equivocating waffler.

Political ethics reviewed as Hart re-enters race

I was thrilled to see Gary Hart reenter the presidential race.

Thrilled not because he is my ideal choice for president, but because he is challenging some old and faulty assumptions about morality and, perhaps to a lesser extent, politics.

I was, however, a bit disappointed to see him avoid questions regarding the Dona Rice controversy when reporters initially questioned him regarding the "affair."

From the very beginning, the media has reacted subjectively to the episode. Although the media had no qualms about labeling Hart as a suspect, it was quick to shut up its romance with the Reagan Administration which has made acts such as terrorism and lying a general practice.

Values seem to be more than a little confused. I had hoped that Hart might have attacked such hypocrisy right from the start, but he instead chose to avoid the issue when reporters asked him ques- tions regarding adultery and Dona Rice.

Now, however, Hart is address- ing this very issue, or at least be- ginning to. Hart told students at Du, Townsend College that he "would love to run in a race against Vice President Bush on just that issue -- whether my personal and hu- man mistake is on the same scale as the mistakes of the last seven years that can saddle this country with debts and wrong-headed poli- cies abroad for the next 10 or 15 years."

Still, I think I would like to see him be more apologetic — and more honest.

In the Dec. 26, 1987/Jan. 2, 1988 edition of The Nation, Andrew Kopkind contributed a speculative campaign speech for Hart. Kopkind wrote "My name is Gary Hart (Hart's original name before he had it changed). I am 50 years old. Like most of my younger supporters, I have smoked marijuana, listened to raunchy rock tunes and partied like it was 1999. None of that is anybody's business but my own, and I do not apologize for it now. I do not con- sider my behavior sinful in any but a narrow theological or pointless legalistic sense, but I do believe that it raises real questions of morality that have not been subjectively addressed. Now it is time for a change."

Kopkind continues later in the article: "It is a myth that Ameri- ca's leaders must conform to some narrow, evangelical version of whole- someness, righteousness, manliness and familial devotion. It forces candidates — it forces me — to give up about our lives, our loves, our be- liefs, our strengths and our weak- nesses... The ideal president is one, as one of my friends once said, a "white Bill Cosby..."

Kopkind raises some valid points. How can we justify ignor- ing the violation of the Reagan Admin- istration is causing in Nicaragua while wholeheartedly chasing down a politician so that we might catch him at an al- affair with a model? Politicians, starlets and sex — real-life Dallas! What more could anyone minds want to know? The real crimes have been ignored. Terrorism, lying and responsible government are just not as "glamorous" as the side-show that Hart had provided for a short while.

Yet now, although he does not quite speak with all the frankness and urgency, Gary Hart is presenting us with honesty... with voters could only write such honesty to themselves.
Peace is a very popular subject today. We call for peace in the Middle East, peace in South America, peace between the Soviet Union and the United States. This peace is based upon the belief that man is basically good and would rather peacefully enjoy a house, a wife, two cars and 1.5 kids than fight a war.

Those who speak of this kind of peace imagine halos around the Hitlers, Stalins and Mussolini of today, presuming that the least for power by the dictator of the past has conveniently evolved from avarice to innocence.

Today an emasculated counter-culture screams a peace-at-any-cost plea; a sharp contrast from the give-me-liberty-or-give-me-death heartriness of our forefathers. We have all heard the sermon on the Mount invoked in support of international peace: "Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be called sons of God."

The counter-culturists' words are paved with iron intentions, and we all know where that road leads. Jesus wasn't speaking of peace between nations, but of peace between God and man. Those who lead people into a peace (at any cost) with God "shall be called sons of God." It's amazing how people who could care less living a Christian life is offensive to many, and one should not be surprised that this condition arises. This concept also applies to nations—not in a military sense, but in one of freedom.

America's origins lay not in a class struggle or race struggle, but instead a struggle for religious liberty—whatever that religion may be. This desire for religious freedom cost the lives of many New World settlers. Freedom may be the ostensible cornerstone of many constitutions. However, it is only in democracies like ours where it is actually seen.

And why is this? Because men before us valued it. John Stuart Mill agreed that "War is an ugly thing." But to him it was "not the ugliest thing. The decayed and degraded state of patriotic and moral feeling which sees nothing worse than war is a man who has nothing which he cares about more than his personal safety is a miserable creature who has no chance of being free unless he is made and kept so by the exertion of better men than himself."

In our struggle for world peace we must remember that peace cannot be achieved by compromising freedoms. The paradox: Can we possibly be free to choose? Can we possibly want to choose the school of thought, the pageant, the color of the picket sign? We must choose. John Stuart Mill's words are applicable. We must aid them politically, monetarily even militarily, just as the Soviet Union presently does.

Do I want the kind of peace commonly propagated by the liberals? Not really, quite, when I know that it would slow the progress of freedom. I suppose that I would have to answer to all those in history who gave their lives to advance freedom in my country did not pursue the vision of a world free of totalitarian type states, whether it be the Roman Empire or the Soviet Union.

ARGONAUT: Tuesday, January 12, 1968

OPINION

Cross Issue

Editor:
I have a few comments on the Thorpeus Tower "cross" issue being aired on the editorial and news pages of your paper.
From what I gather, Mr. Mull, chancellor of Smocon College of Muscon, is threatening the University of Idaho with a lawsuit if a holiday tradition is carried out this year. To add credibility to her threat she is accusing the ACLU of fighting this possible battle for her. All because she thinks there is a "religious symbol" worse than a "cross" on one of the university's buildings.
Excuse me, but does Mr. Mull refer to the holiday memorial to former UI President Donald R. Theophilus who was a student of the dormitory bearing his name (and therefore her name) on the light that form a "T"? I hardly call that a religious symbol. I've always thought of it as a special remembrance for the 11th President of the UI.

Thanks Brad!!

Editor:
I would like to say thank you to newly elected ASUJ president Brad Cuddy for his part in guaranteeing that the Paradise Creek Journal, the student creative writing magazine for the University of Idaho, will be published this semester.
Brad took the time on Sunday of dead week to write Senate Bill 92 because he was aware of some tight time constraints I was working under to secure some funding for the paper. Brad was serving the interests of UI students as a Senator up until the night he was sworn in as ASUJ president.
I look forward to a year of action with Brad in office. Thanks President Cuddy!!

Erik Raffner

Please, no more greeting cards...

Welcome back. Did you have a nice break? Be honest. In between force-feedings of inside jokes and fizzy fruitcokes, did you find yourself with nothing to do? Did you get relatively bored and resort to reading the Xeroxed letters thoughtfully placed in Holiday Greeting cards received by you or someone you know? When the choice came down to Greeting cards or mindless children's Xmas TV with Magic Movement puppets, like MTV only with more intellectual stimulation—which did you choose? Did you get to the K-Mart display of cherry red and green envelopes? Every year, I go to the K-Mart and can't believe that 349 days after I foolishly think it's time to start the shopping, it's already upon us. "Oh!" All of a sudden, it's happening again: the dread of the Christmas Shopping and Wrapping of envelopes and mailable overlivers write in 2,000 words or more all the earth-shattering accomplishments performed by their families during the past calendar year. Entries move with all the fast-paced, unpredictable style of a daytime drama. You're reading the special, meaningful Holiday Person Insights of someone.

Lois Griffiths

Commentary

you're not sure you know... "Dear (your name here)"
Father, Lords of Holiday Greetings and Warm Christmas Cheer from our family to you and yours. It seems like this has been our busiest year ever (they say every year) and things aren't letting up. Of course when we are away from our everyday Shopping and Wrapping done by Easter, we thought things would calm down, but the two month trip to Europe certainly kept our minds writhed as the works. I got so far behind, I couldn't even start making cookies in 3,000 Christmas Shapes until after Hollowdays. The twice an hour feedings by the Ivy League by storm with their matching 180 point IQs and new Beemers. Little Antoinette is writing a second master's thesis; the felt that nuclear physics just wasn't challenging her.
This sort of thing rages unchecked for pages and pages through incomprehensible letters. Truly serious Content consists only of this year's professional unretouched family portrait. I don't know who judges the Christmas Pro Patriotic. Probably the same company that brought Americans consumers those annoying mu-

Greg Kolar

Commentary

about God so often quote Him when they please themselves to support their own prejudices.
But the Lord did speak of relations on the man to man level, that is a man to his father, a daughter to her mother: "Do not think that I came to bring peace on earth. I did not come to bring peace but a sword." The idea here being that...

The counter-culturists' words are paved with iron intentions, and we all know where that road leads. Jesus wasn't speaking of peace between nations, but of peace between God and man. Those who lead people into a peace (at any cost) with God "shall be called sons of God." It's amazing how people who could care less living a Christian life is offensive to many, and one should not be surprised that this condition arises. This concept also applies to nations—not in a military sense, but in one of freedom.

America's origins lay not in a class struggle or race struggle, but instead a struggle for religious liberty—whatever that religion may be. This desire for religious freedom cost the lives of many New World settlers. Freedom may be the ostensible cornerstone of many constitutions. However, it is only in democracies like ours where it is actually seen.

And why is this? Because men before us valued it. John Stuart Mill agreed that "War is an ugly thing." But to him it was not the ugliest thing. The decayed and degraded state of patriotic and moral feeling which sees nothing worse than war is a man who has nothing which he cares about more than his personal safety is a miserable creature who has no chance of being free unless he is made and kept so by the exertion of better men than himself.

In our struggle for world peace we must remember that peace cannot be achieved by compromising freedoms. The paradox: Can we possibly be free to choose? Can we possibly want to choose the school of thought, the pageant, the color of the picket sign? We must choose. John Stuart Mill's words are applicable. We must aid them politically, monetarily even militarily, just as the Soviet Union presently does.

Do I want the kind of peace commonly propagated by the liberals? Not really, quite, when I know that it would slow the progress of freedom. I suppose that I would have to answer to all those in history who gave their lives to advance freedom in my country did not pursue the vision of a world free of totalitarian type states, whether it be the Roman Empire or the Soviet Union.

DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS OF PEACE

national peace vs. religious peace

WELCOME STUDENTS! PULLMAN'S DOWNTOWN ZOO presenting...
• Tropical Fish
• Reptiles
• Exotic Birds
• All the supplies for your own personal zoo

Open 11 - 6 Mon. - Sat. E. 230 Main, Pullman
Siren mystery, boiler efficiency explored

BY CHARLIE RICE

Just what are those mysterious sirens that go off at seemingly random times?

The answer can be found in a new but unapparent feature at the University of Idaho. Last fall a wood fired boiler was added to the heating plant at the corner of Sixth and Line Streets. This building is the source of those mysterious sirens. The siren is a warning to plant operators that water levels are either too high or too low for safe operation and allow plant personnel to correct the problem before it becomes serious.

The new wood burning boiler is also a part of several research projects being done by UI faculty and students. These research projects involve combustion efficiency, fuel sources and types, and ways to increase the heat value of various fuels.

Professor Leonard Johnson of the Forest Products department is developing a computer model to compare fuel costs associated with the various condensate fuels. The sources include residue from sawmills, logging slash and trees cut down during pre-commercial thinning.

At this time the sawmill residues are considered the cheapest, but the use of thinned trees may reduce the cost of this method of forest improvement. Subtracting the energy obtained by burning the thinned trees from the costs of thinning may result in thinnings becoming more cost effective.

Another part of this study is comparing fuel drying costs to increased energy obtained by burning dryer fuels.

Steve Edward, a chemical engineering grad student, is studying stack emissions and how they are affected by fuel particle size, fuel moisture content, fuel feed rate and the amount of air fed into the combustion chamber.

If you were in need of your Skaug fix for the week Song would have been your chance.

Before King walked the halls of WSU he authored the infamous Bruce Skaug Commentary featured in Fall 1987 and Fall 1988 issues of the Idaho Argonaut.

One of his more recent columns, Song: WSU Students need cool showers, that appeared in the Oct. 27 issue caught the attention of Rick Cowan, the producer of Up Front. Cowan, who was investigating the latest controversy to stalk the campus, decided to use the spawning Skaug to save the Washington State University.

"On this one talk," Cowan said, "we try to present more than one view."

Skaug was invited as a guest speaker on the KHQ Channel 6 show to express his views from his column. In Skaug's column, he expressed his opinions on questioning the morality of WSU installing condom vending machines in the dormitories.

Bruce Skaug brought us "Bigfoot" now proposes to bring us condom vending machines in the dormitories.

Skaug closed his column with a piece that has received its share of lip service from WSU.

"The university is considering what type of sign to place on the condom machines in order to impress upon his views from his column."

In Skaug's column, he expressed his opinion on questioning the morality of WSU installing condom vending machines in the dormitories.

Skaug wrote. "Have you heard about the latest controversy at Washington State University? The institution of higher learning that is.

"It's great to be Sub-Conscious!!"

BY CHARLIE RICE

The recent chemical spil was a major inconvenience for the students who were studying in Riggs or forced to go through another state to get home for the holidays.

It was a major disaster to the towns of Riggins and New Meadows. These towns are trying to secure their fate for the future after they have left the collapse of the farm economy, the loss of the Riggins sawmill to fire and the loss of local jobs in the logging industry.

These towns had created a small local tourist industry, which was destroyed by this accident. The local tourist industry had brought in more than $1 million dollars into the state in the last ten years and has been a significant contributor to the state's economy.

A small town's economy is affected by the collapse of that economy, especially if that segment is the only part of the community that is expanding.

The towns are on the verge of extinction and this accident has pushed them closer to the edge.

"The discussions and announcements of sympathy from state officials will not help these towns," said Cowan.

"They need cash to replace the lost business, and they need it this winter, not after years of litigation."

"The standard procedure to regain losses, in the case, may be too slow to help the business people of these towns survive," said Cowan.

"It will settle the discussion before all of the information is available so that the total extent of damages can be determined. As long as there is any uncertainty about safety and land pollution, the federal government will stay away from Riggins and New Meadows and it seems unlikely that the business depends on tourism will suffer.

"If this is a disaster in the same way a major flood or a tornado is a disaster, and funds should be available to help immediately, not as some future date."

When we as students leave this university many of us will be in positions of responsibility which involve the use or treatment of hazardous materials.

I hope that we take the time to learn how to handle hazardous materials safely.

This truck was allowed into the state at a weigh station manned by the Idaho State Patrol. If there be no laws to prevent shipping toxic and hazardous materials in trucks, then the legislature is to blame for this incident.

If there are laws that prevent shipping these toxic and hazardous materials, the legislature has failed to enforce these laws.

Blame for this accident could be placed on the driver for not driving properly, since he was cited for inattentive driving by the officer who placed on the company that chose to ship these toxic and hazardous materials in a dangerous manner.

Registration receipts

Keep for taxes

BY JILL CHRISTINE BECK

Students who received financial aid last year should note that they will not receive any of these receipts on their 1987 tax returns.

Due to the Federal 1986 Income Tax Reform Act, all financial aid, including Pell Grants are considered W-2 income. Student loans, however, are still excluded from taxation.

The recent tax law indicates that gift financial aid, which would be grants and scholarships, are now taxable. "Dan Davenport, financial aid director said.

The new act, tuition, fees and any required books and supplies are deductible. Students should keep copies of their receipts for tax purposes. Davenport said. Room and board costs are not deductible.

"Davenport also said that students who wish to apply for financial aid in the future should keep copies of tax forms that they file."

"When applying for financial aid (students) may be required to turn in tax forms," Davenport said.

"Not all students will be required to show their tax forms. Davenport said, but it would be good to be prepared for that situation."

"To help students keep track of financial aid for tax purposes, the Controller's office will include a statement indicating the amount of financial aid received. The statement will be attached to the same time that W-2 forms are issued."

A worksheet has been developed by the financial aid office to assist students when they fill out their tax forms. There will also be a complete file at registration and also at the Controller's Office when students pick up their schedule of classes.

"Davenport said that because of these new tax regulations, most students who received financial aid will probably have to file out taxes in 1980 long form when filing taxes.

Any questions that students may have should be directed toward the financial aid office or to individual tax consultants.
Welcome to the family...

NEW students were welcomed to the University of Idaho "family" at the new student orientation on Sunday.

Included in the orientation were a university Centennial display, brochures, a special services video and individual college meetings.

Introducing the orientation program, Terry Armstrong, executive assistant to the president, said "I'm sure all of you had some trepidation. It is our goal to put those anxieties to rest,"

However, Armstrong followed that with, "It's going to be hard academically for you.

In addition to Armstrong, faculty present at the orientation were Bruce Pitman, dean of student advising; Matt Telle, registrar; Tiajean Cochran, director of new student orientation; and representatives from the individual colleges and departments.

"You're part of the family and we want you to get acquainted with everything we have to offer here," Armstrong said.

(Argonaut/Henry Moore)

Living group a personal choice

ANALYSIS BY

JUL CHRISTINE BECK

Deciding where to live as a college student is a choice which requires some thought.

The problem isn't that there are a lot of different options available to students. (Living options can be broken down into three main sets: residence halls, fraternities and sororities, and apartments.) The choices come in determining which form of housing is right for the individual student.

"It depends on the personality of the person—what's the most important thing to consider," under- graduate Elma Green said.

Green has lived both in a sorority and, most recently, in an apartment.

Several things need to be considered when choosing a place to live. As a first-year student I chose to live in a residence hall simply for the convenience. I didn't want to have a room of my own. Granted the room is small, but it suits me fine. I would have preferred the space and versatility of an apartment, but as a first-year student I didn't want the hassle of getting familiar with college at the same time as setting up an apartment. I wasn't ready for the hassle of cleaning, cooking and paying bills.

Going Greek has certain advantages also. The people I spoke with liked having a group of instant friends.

"You meet quite a few people that you become bonded with," Len Anderson, from Tau Kappa Epipolon, said.

Anderson said that he thought the mandatory study table was a valuable part of living in a fraternity. As a freshman, it helped him adjust to college life and develop good study skills.

"Study table helps the new person in the fraternity to learn to study better and get better study habits," Anderson said.

Living off campus in an apartment adds a lot of responsibility to college life. In addition to homework and classes, apartment dwellers need to take care of cooking, cleaning, paying bills. People living in apartments also live further away from campus.

But living in an apartment has many advantages, too. First of all, my list would be the SPACE. (After living in a dorm room one can appreciate this much more.) There is also more freedom. You can eat when you want to, sleep as late as you want without as much interruption as from a dorm or Greek house. Another advantage to living off campus in an apartment is the fact that when you go home from classes, you ARE HOME. Being totally off campus and away from everyday college related stresses helps relax.

Some people say they study better because they always try to do all of their studying during the day while they are on campus. That way, when they get home their time belongs to them and is free from ordinary stresses.

The cost of all three living options seems to be about the same.

Most Greek residents claim their bills are similar to living in a residence hall. The cost of living in an apartment varies widely depending on location, size and the number of roommates. Also the cost of food will vary. Some people can manage to survive on peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, while others opt to keep a full refrigerator.

Another cost that needs to be considered is that of recreation. I use this term loosely, since it can mean anything from the weekly cost of beer to ski trips.

No one living option seems to be better than the others. The best way to determine which is best for you is to determine what your priorities and needs are. Carefully weigh the advantages and disadvantages of each and decide on the one that best suits you.

New resolutions
Out with the times

BY TRACY RANDALL

Webster's New World Dictionary defines the word resolution as a noun. The definition is as follows: 1. the act or result of resolving something. 2. the thing determined upon; decision as to the future action. 3. a resolute quality of mind. 4. a formal statement of opinion or determination by an assembly. 5. a solving: solution.

The tradition of making new years resolutions is age old. Ancient Romans honored their god of gases, Exis and entrance, at the beginning of their new year. The month of January is named for this god, Janus.

In Ancient Persia it was the custom to give friends an egg as a gift symbolizing new beginnings and good luck.

Much later the English adopted the tradition of having their chmney cleaned on New Years Day to bring good luck on the household.

Although starting the new year with a clean chimney may not be a well known tradition today, the idea of starting off with a clean slate is still appealing. Resolving to correct faults and bad habits is in practice today, to some degree. Perhaps this tradition is passing at the University of Idaho.

Richard Gibb, UI President never makes new year's resolutions. "I've determined that it's not productive to make them."

"I've been so darn busy I haven't had the chance to make a resolution," said Terry Armstrong, executive assistant to the president. "I'd like to set a new record for found money," Armstrong said.

Paul Freund, RHA President is basically working on the same goals he has been trying to reach all along. "We are still trying to find out what the students need and how the organization can become more visible to them," Freund said.

Ringing out the old and looking forward to the new happens twice a year for college students. Students are concerned with scheduling classes and then working for grades in those classes with the beginning of new terms. Resolutions are made at both times of the year, which means there are twice as many resolutions to keep track of. Either reach conclusion or be broken in the course of the year.

Resolutions may be made with serious concern on change in the cheek, or they may be made at all. In the busy lives of college students and administrators, in which decisions are made and goals are set every day, this new year's tradition may be outmoded. Resolutions are made regardless of the time of year.

Too much stuff can be annoying especially with too little space.

Moscow Mini Storage can help you!

2 1/2 miles out on Troy Highway, turn right at Elks Golf Course. Call 882-6564 or 882-3480.

DON'T MISS THE BIG SHOW AT

HUGHES VIDEO & APPLIANCE

VIDEO RENTALS OVER 1000 IN STOCK

ALL MOVIES $9.99 TUES.-THURS

6 PM MONDAY

882-4564

THE ARGONAUT Tuesday, January 12, 1988

FRI-SAT 10-10

SUN-THURS 10-9

882-2123
**FREE SOCKS**
1 FREE PR OF COTTON TUBE SOCKS WITH EACH SHOE PURCHASE
Offer Expires Jan. 19 1988

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reebok</th>
<th>Reebok</th>
<th>Adidas</th>
<th>Reebok</th>
<th>New Balance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>5000</strong></td>
<td><strong>4600</strong></td>
<td><strong>INSTINCT</strong></td>
<td><strong>5900</strong></td>
<td><strong>600</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the driveway or at the local gym, the 1595000 offer support &amp; protection in colors that will brighten up any game.</td>
<td>Extremely comfortable &amp; supportive high top shoe.</td>
<td>A new look in a performance basketball shoe, full grain leather with another side panel.</td>
<td>Full grain leather court shoe designed to handle quick lateral moves &amp; sudden stops.</td>
<td>Performance + value: A tumbled full grain leather upper provides a soft yet supportive feel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg 54</td>
<td>Reg 49</td>
<td>Reg 59</td>
<td>Reg 59</td>
<td>Reg 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>39</strong></td>
<td><strong>39</strong></td>
<td><strong>39</strong></td>
<td><strong>47</strong></td>
<td><strong>49</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pony</th>
<th>Puma</th>
<th>Nike</th>
<th>Nike</th>
<th>Converse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>POWER PLAY</strong></td>
<td><strong>IMMORTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>COURT FORCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>DELTA FORCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>WEAPON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A colorful full grain leather upper with reinforced toe area &amp; molded side design for multi-court activities.</td>
<td>A full grain leather high top court shoe with stitched heel cup for extra wear.</td>
<td>Nothing fancy just a quality shoe at a good price. Soft leather &amp; a good fit &amp; feel.</td>
<td>Full grain leather for support &amp; durability. Air heel wedge for exceptional cushioning.</td>
<td>One of the most durable shoes made. Top grain leather, special 1-piece design for good heel support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg 48</td>
<td>Reg 49</td>
<td>Reg 49</td>
<td>Reg 59</td>
<td>Reg 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
<td><strong>31</strong></td>
<td><strong>39</strong></td>
<td><strong>39</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nike</th>
<th>Reebok</th>
<th>Pony</th>
<th>Nike</th>
<th>Nike</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boys sizes</td>
<td>boys sizes</td>
<td>boys</td>
<td>boys sizes</td>
<td>mens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DELTA FORCE</strong></td>
<td><strong>JR. HOOPSTER</strong></td>
<td><strong>POWER PLAY</strong></td>
<td><strong>AIR JORDAN</strong></td>
<td><strong>DELTA FORCE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full grain leather upper with plush liner for five start stop action.</td>
<td>Soft leather for extra comfort &amp; protection in boys sizes.</td>
<td>Colorful low top sneaker court shoe with reinforced toe area. Ribbed sole design for multicult activities in mens sizes.</td>
<td>Distinctive leather high top for support &amp; protection in boys sizes.</td>
<td>Low top full grain leather for support &amp; all around great for exceptional comfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reg 39</td>
<td>Reg 38</td>
<td>Reg 44</td>
<td>Reg 49</td>
<td>Reg 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>27</strong></td>
<td><strong>27</strong></td>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
<td><strong>34</strong></td>
<td><strong>36</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1104 Pullman Rd MOSCOW
OPEN DAILY 9am-9pm SAT 9am-7pm SUN 10am-6pm

Prices Effective Jan. 12-19
Cuddy works to fulfill promises

BY DAWN BOBBY

It may be too easy to tell, but if all goes well with the Faculty Council, newly elected ASUI President Brad Cuddy may be able to fulfill one of his toughest campaign promises in less than a year: touch the president's registrar.

Registrar Matt Telin is not so optimistic.

"It's feasible, but probably unlikely we'd have it in a year," Telin said. "The University is working on some major computer projects, and we'd have to establish some kind of priority. Even if it is all going well, we don't know where we'll fall in the queue.

The new system, which has been proposed to the administration in many forms since at least 1968, would provide for a student to register for classes with the university from anywhere in the United States by simply calling a phone. Students could simply dial the registrar's office, punch in their student number and register by special coding.

The system met with Registrar Matt Telin twice during last semester, and will present a proposal with Telin to the Faculty Council in two weeks. He said he hopes to meet with administrative support and some funding, which he says will not be an easy task.

"The hardest part is going to be convincing the Faculty Council," Cuddy said. "The advertising aspect of it really bothers them." Cuddy's Administrative Assistant, former ASUI President Brian Long, said he thinks he may have some solutions to that problem.

"It's the opinion of some administrators that advising could be a part of that," Cuddy said. "Some say drop the whole thing. Right now—for a lot of people—you just walk in with your schedule, have your adviser sign it and they're in. It's kind of a rubber stamp process." "I don't see why continuing students couldn't take care of their advising before the end of the semester, instead of those two or three days before registration," Long said.

For incoming freshmen, however, who are sometimes confused and not really sure of a subject or two that could be a real problem. Neither Cuddy nor Long have found a solution to that, yet, but they're "still looking."
Senate implements new programs for '88

BY DAWN BOBBY

While the two major ASUI student government projects that will reach their conclusions as early as mid-February are a big help, ASUI President Brad Cuddy says that's no reason to sit back and relax. 

"We've got a big semester ahead of us," Cuddy said. "The two major worries I've got on my mind now are the Idaho legislation's funding of higher education and the ASUI budget."

According to Cuddy, the Joint Finance Appropriation Committee is currently hearing testimony for the next fiscal year, and things don't look good for Idaho's colleges.

"It looks like the university will get enough funds just to maintain, if that, our current budget," Cuddy said.

Eileen Tremblay, administrative assistant in the Idaho State Legislative Budget Office, however, says wait and see.

"It sounds to me that he's (Cuddy) jumped the gun a little," Tremblay said. "The Appropriation Committee has just begun to hear testimony. The fiscal budgets figures have not, emphasize not been set."

Cuddy said he's not going to wait around until they are. "We're not going to wait for the (the university) to take a wholehearted support from Governor Cecil Andrus, but he added it won't be enough.

In the meantime, ASUI Senators can put the implementation of the campus escort system behind them this month, Cuddy said, and Responsible Sex Week, former President Brian Long's controversial seminar and campus-wide AIDS educational program, will begin tentatively Feb. 4.

"It's a go in February," Long said. "It's a matter of getting speakers now. We want to use a lot of local resources first, because there's a lot of people right here in our area who could add a lot to the program. For example, on Feb. 17, we've got Will Klam scheduled to do the 'AIDS: the Future Campus Crisis' lecture.

The escort service, discussed last semester as a safety measure until the new lighting system in campus is implemented, is expected to take off January 18 for a two week trial run.

Myklebust’s Clothing And Shoes
1/2 Yearly SALE For Men
Save 20%-50% off
"Hurry in now for our Biggest Sale"
ALL Men’s Sportcoats 20%-60% off
ALL Men’s Shoes 20% off
ALL Men’s Wool Coats 25% off
ALL Men’s Scarves 50% off
ALL Men’s Dress Slacks/Shirts 20% off
ALL Men’s Suits 20% off
ALL Men’s Sweaters 20%-50% off

"Men’s Career and Casual Clothing/Shoes"

Call Major Tim Cannon
at 885-6528

Join us in Army ROTC Enroll in MS 101
Class meets on Tuesday 9:30
10:30 11:30 6:30

Army Reserve Officers Training Corps

A little marching can put you a step ahead of every other college graduate.

You'll run, climb, rappel, march and stretch your mind as well as your body.

Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps is the college elective that challenges you mentally and physically. Builds self-confidence and leadership skills. And prepares you for the kind of responsibility you won't get from a textbook.
Plans for the University of Idaho's 100th birthday were announced last semester after more than four years of planning. Roy Fluhrer was appointed Centennial Coordinator for the 17-month-long celebration. Among activities announced by Fluhrer and President Richard Gibb at an October news conference were the taping of Centennial Minutes for distribution around Idaho and a "Buy-a-Brick" campaign designed to help raise money for the University's birthday celebration. The official UI Centennial banner was unveiled at 1987's first football game and spectators were also first to see the athletic logo which was painted on the Kibbie Dome football turf and is now worn on the uniforms of UI athletics teams. Meanwhile, filming began on Centennial Minutes, a series of short public service announcements featuring the history of the UI. The Centennial Minutes will be broadcast throughout Idaho and in Spokane.

"The Centennial Minutes is a project that I feel will go a long way towards assisting the University during its Centennial Celebration in raising the profile across the state," Fluhrer said. A total of 75 different narrators were used for the spots using 12 different scripts, which will be distributed throughout the state. All areas will use different versions of the same scripts. Narrators shown in each area will be local residents. Also planned for the celebration is the publication of a pictorial history of the University of Idaho. Written by Keith Petersen, This Crested Hill features university history through its 256 pages and more than 300 photos. It is hoped that the book will be ready for distribution during the Centennial Kick-off week, Jan. 25-30.

Kickoff announced

BY JILL CHRISTINE BECK

Almost four years of planning will become a reality this month as the University of Idaho officially enters into its Centennial Celebration. Activities officially begin with the celebration's kickoff week, Jan. 25-30. The "Centennial Fanfare" will sound Monday at 8:30 a.m. to call city and campus residents to the Kibbie Dome for early morning donuts, coffee and juice. At 9:30 a.m., official ceremonies will start as city, state and campus dignitaries welcome the Centennial Celebration to the UI. All UI classes will be canceled from 8:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Monday so that everyone will be free to participate in the first part of the kickoff ceremony. Activities will continue throughout the week with special concerts, receptions and historical vignettes given free to the public. Monday through Friday at 10:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., 2:30 p.m. and 8 p.m., a full hour of entertainment, preceded by speakers who will highlight some of the history of the University, will be presented free of charge to the public. Also scheduled for Jan. 25, is a reception at the Prichard Art Gallery in honor of alumni artists. The Centennial Alumni Exhibit will be on display. A portion of the Centennial Costume Exhibit, covering nine decades, will also be on display. The reception is scheduled to begin at 5 p.m.

UI alumni Terrel Bell, who served as Secretary of Education under President Reagan from 1981 to 1985, will pick up the first annual Founder's Day Award, to be given to individuals who have made significant contributions towards education on the state regional or national level.

Bell will be in Moscow on Friday and Saturday and will deliver a Centennial address Friday afternoon.

Some of the groups and individuals scheduled to perform during kickoff week activities are the Vandals, the UI Jazz Choir, the UI Improvisation theater group "Stagefight," the University Orchestra and the UI Wind Ensemble.

Welcome Back!
Have a good semester, ticket-free.
**Century smiles on Moscow**

New Year's Eve marked more than just the end of 1987 and the beginning of 1988 for many from Moscow and the University of Idaho. It marked the end of Moscow's centennial and the beginning of centennial celebrations both in Latah County and at the University of Idaho.

"Last Night First Night," hosted by the Moscow Centennial Committee, was the name of the New Year's Eve party in Moscow which marked the event. It lasted from 7 p.m. until midnight and featured a procession down Main Street and a dance at Moscow High School with music by the UI Big Band IV. As the procession hit Sixth Street, a 4,200 light banner was lit, depicting scenes from the Palouse Hills, the UI clock tower, fireworks, plus the number 100, signifying the end of Moscow's 100th birthday and the beginning of Latah County and UI's Centennials. The banner was designed by Ross Miller and George Wray.

The procession then doubled back and store windows were lit showing live dioramas featuring significant aspects of Moscow's history. "It was a very exciting event," said Annette Marrose, a resident of Moscow. "It was neat to see something like that, very typical of Moscow community."

Moscow's first permanent settlers arrived in 1871. In 1873 a post office was established under the name Paradise, Moscow became the official name of the community by the year 1876.

But it was the community's incorporation on July 12, 1877 that was celebrated last year. At that time there were more than 600 residents. One hundred years later, this community has almost 18,000 people living within its boundaries.

Only two years after the incorporation of Moscow, a bill was signed establishing the University of Idaho at Moscow. The university was almost placed in Idaho Falls, but due to politics to soothe somewhat hard feeling between northerners and southern Idaho, it was instead established at Moscow. This site is established in Idaho's constitution and cannot be changed.


---

**Student Activities**

Student Committee proposals are impressive

*BY JILL CHRISTINE BECK*

Most students at the University of Idaho are probably unaware of the extent of the upcoming Centennial Celebration. But members of the Student Centennial Committee are working to get students more involved in the activities.

The Student Centennial Committee joined approximately 10 other committees in submitting ideas for the Centennial to the Centennial Commission. The ideas were quite impressive, said Bruce Pitman, dean of students.

"In the top 10 ideas by the entire Centennial Commission, three or four of them were students'," Pitman said.

Some of the activities proposed by the student committee were the Buy-a-Brick project, which will begin sometime this spring, and the creation of a time capsule to be opened in 100 years for the university's Bicentennial Celebration.

The Buy-a-Brick project involves the selling of bricks with brass nameplates to alumni and friends of the university. The bricks, which will go on sale this spring for $35, will be placed in a newly developed Centennial Plaza.

Money from the Buy-a-Brick project will go into a general scholarship fund and into the Student Leadership Fund.

The site for the Centennial Plaza is between the Library and the University Classroom Center. Plans for the time capsule are still being made, but according to Student Centennial Committee member Kathy Kenyon it should be ready for dedication in the spring of 1989. Items which are likely to be included in the capsule include a pair of Levi 501's, the music from the UI Fanfare written for the Centennial Celebration and possibly a Walkman.

Simultaneously, a second time capsule will most likely be opened. During the UI's 50th birthday celebration a time capsule was dedicated to be opened during the Centennial.

One of the goals of the Student Centennial Committee is to get the various living groups on campus involved in the activities.

"We're trying to stimulate as much student participation in the Centennial as we can," Pitman said.

Living groups are being encouraged to update, or in some cases create a history for their group.

Another project involves the creation of living group banners to be displayed at various ceremonies and athletic events. This particular project began last fall when residence halls made banners as part of the GDI Week competition. Greek houses will probably be asked to make banners this spring.
Take a good look back at ‘87

BY M.L. GARLAND

Looking back at 30-odd Arizona issues of the 1987 fall semester, we (current editorial staff) thought several topics deserved just one more look.

1987 ASUI President Brian Long promoted a controversial “safe-sex” program. The broad-based educational approach to the safe sex issue was designed to prevent/reduce sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies within the campus community. Long initiated his campaign during fall registration by distributing corresponding literature. A “Response Sex Awareness Week” is tentatively scheduled around a national video conference on AIDS next month.

Because of space limitations, the UI administration has been considering moving the on-campus bookstore or expanding the current building. Seven on-campus sites under consideration were revealed in the October 30, 1987 Arizona. An ASUI Senate survey revealed students opposed moving the bookstore downtown. (Editor’s Note: The administration has still not determined the final solution to the bookstore dilemma.)

National headlines struck the A-13. The Continental Flight 1131 killed 26 and left 56 injured November 15. Two UI students, Anton Nore and Michelle Davis, who were aboard the flight returning from a Future Farmers of America convention in Kansas, survived the ordeal.

Unfortunately, students involved in a Halloween head-on collision 13 miles north of Moscow were not as fortunate. Luke J. Beckley, 19 from Dietrich and Anthony J. Evans, 19 from American Falls suffered fatal injuries.

Theophilus Tower had two controversies of its own during the fall semester. Housing and Food Service officials indefinitely closed the garbage incinerator due to “health purposes.” According to Assistant Director Chuck Slabine, plastic bags of refuse, including vomit, had been dropped down the chutes leading to the incinerator and either exploding in the compactor or tearing open in transition, creating a foul odor. (Editor’s Note: At this point in time the problem is still unresolved and Theophilus residents must discard garbage in cans, placed next to the elevator, emptied twice daily.)

For the last 10 years, a 13-story lighted cross on Theophilus Tower’s west side has been a burning reminder for the Moscow community during Christmas vacation. After receiving complaints about the cross, the Moscow American Civil Liberties Union board urged University officials to discontinue the practice. More than 300 outraged students, faculty and community members signed a protest petition circulated by Student Values, a conservative group, against the “uplifting” of the cross to no avail.

New 1987 tax rulings considered financial aid taxable income causing students receiving aid to take extra precautions. University students must currently keep photocopies of their tax forms in case they are audited. Financial Aid Office.

A dimly lit Elm Street was dedicated to the UI lighting plan, thereby increasing the construction process by at least 3 years, according to 1987 ASUI President Bruce Long. Elm Street was originally the responsibility of the city of Moscow.

Former US Secretary of the Interior James Watt “blasted liberals” before a crowd of about 200 during a September 15 lecture at the UI.

Cries of bigotry were directed towards an ASUI Senate survey designed to determine instructors whose speech and other teaching impediments inspired learning. One abandoned ASUI program was the temporary run of an Escort Service designed to walk students to and from home and campus study sites during fall and finals week. The service was put on hold due to constant UI Air Force ROTC escorts opting out at the last minute.

However, the ASUI did order the fall semester on a positive note, the 1987 UI budget ended the year in the black.

8. PERSONALS

PERSONALS POLICY: The personals section is free to all University of Idaho students. Personal s which contain advertising, names, phone numbers or addresses will not be printed. Publication of all personals is subject to the discretion of the staff and space limitations. Used and unused personals will be discarded after publication. Persons should be left for submission in the personals box at the Argonaut, Suite 301, Student Union Building. 620 S. Deakin St., Moscow, Idaho, 83843. Persons are randomly selected for publication.

PERSONALS:

By C.S. Farrar

The truth was that he got a little too "well-oiled" last night.

"Don't give me that "I was out meditating with the boys" business, I know damn well you were down at the bar reaching higher states of unconsciousness with some cheap little devil"!

F INANCE FROM PAGE 1

Each of the three new candidates will appear in public meet- ings while at the university: Whalen today at 1 p.m. in the southwest section of the SUB Ball- room; Priest on Thursday at 1 p.m. in the SUB Borsa Hall and Geiger on Friday at 2 p.m., also in the Borsa Theater.

Whalen, former student at the University of Idaho and now a local city council member, will address the issue of financial aid and the future of the university. He will also discuss the importance of retaining quality faculty members.

Geiger, a former university administrator, will focus on the need for more transparency in university decision-making processes. He will also discuss the potential impact of current funding cuts on the university's ability to provide a quality education.

Priest, a former university student government president, will address the issue of student involvement in decision-making processes. He will also discuss the need for increased student representation on university boards and committees.

The debate will be moderated by a local media personality, who will ask questions to all three candidates. The audience will have the opportunity to ask questions to the candidates, and the debate will be recorded for future viewing.

Each candidate will have 10 minutes to present their views on the issues, followed by a 5-minute rebuttal period.

The debate will be held in the SUB Ballroom, with seating available for up to 500 people. Parking will be available in the SUB parking lot, and refreshments will be provided.

The debate is open to the public, and all are encouraged to attend. For more information, please contact the Office of University Relations at 838-4321.
Hungry for a good deal? Then save your dough. Order a DOMINO'S PIZZA with the special coupons below. Just call us. You'll get a thick, fresh, oven-hot pizza dripping with cheese and loaded with your favorite toppings delivered to your door in 30-minutes-or-less. Guaranteed! Or you get $3 knocked off your pizza. Now with a monetary policy like that, how can you go wrong, right? Call DOMINO'S PIZZA today. And share your new found wealth.

Moscow
883-1555

Pullman
332-8222

LATE NIGHT SPECIAL
$2.00 off any large-16" 2-topping or more pizza
332-8222  883-1555
Pullman Moscow
Limited delivery area.
Driven early (before 8pm) less $2.00
Not valid with any other offer
Name
Phone...
Expires 1-31-88
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS FREE

LUNCH SPECIAL
$2.00 off any size pizza
ordered between 11am and 4pm.
Name
Phone
One coupon per pizza
one coupon per pizza
not valid with any other offer
Expires 1-31-88

Give Your Name, Address, Phone Number and Your Order. It's That Easy.
Cheese $2.99
Large $4.99
Lunch $4.45 $5.99
Large $6.50 $8.00
Special $6.25 $8.25
Addition $1.25 $1.50
Addition $2.75 $3.25
Addition $4.00 $4.75
Addition $5.00 $5.75
Addition $6.00 $6.75
Addition $7.00 $7.75
Addition $8.00 $8.75
Addition $9.00 $9.75
Addition $10.00 $10.75

DOMINO'S PIZZA
ORDER NOW!!

If your pizza does not arrive within 30 minutes, present this coupon to the driver for $3.00 off.
Name.
Phone...
Expires 1-31-88

30 minute guarantee

Not valid with any other offer
Phone...
Expires 1-31-88
DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS FREE
**Vandies hold 3-8**

**Ladies suffer in pre-conference**

By Erik Simpson

After a difficult pre-conference schedule, the women's basketball team will begin their Mountain West Conference games Friday with a home contest against Boise State.

"We pretty much feel that we had the toughest (pre-conference) schedule," said assistant coach Judy Spoelstra. "Our season is pretty much starting this week."

The Lady Vandals had to face tough Division I schools like Oregon State and nationally-ranked Nevada-Las Vegas on their home turf, losing to both schools. Idaho's record is currently 3-8.

Although the worst of the season seems to be behind the Lady Vandals, Spoelstra said, "Unfortunately, they're not very consistent right now."

Spoelstra said the reason for this is that they are young and haven't played many games.

The Vandals' downfall differs from the men's because in order for a women's team to play in the conference championship, they must be ranked in the top four of the league, thus the four teams with the best records will compete.

while the others stay at home. All men's teams in the Big Sky Conference are invited to their conference championship regardless of their records.

Spoelstra said that her team will work on a full court defense and "offensive pushbacks" to better their chances of playing in the March tourney.

During Christmas break the Lady Vandals broke their five-game losing streak with a 79-60 win over Portland State on Dec. 20. They had previously lost to the Vikings 83-63 in the opening game of the Mark IV Classic in Moscow.

"We (the coaches) have seen a lot of improvement," Spoelstra said. "Overall, our team has been consistent."

"We do have some good offensive players on this team," she added. "Unfortunately, they're not very consistent right now."

Spoelstra said the reason for this is that they are young and haven't played many games.

She decided to come to the University of Idaho after she visited the campus and met the basketball coaches.

"Now that I've been in the program, I wouldn't go anywhere else," she said.

Despite extensive travel and travel fatigue, the Vandals were told to keep basketball in the way of their studies. She earned a 3.7 GPA her first semester at Idaho.

**In the spotlight**

**Ballenger is her own critic**

By Erik Simpson

Jennifer Ballenger is her own toughest critic.

Ballenger, a freshman starter for the Lady Vandals basketball team, said she is happy with the amount of playing time she has been getting but thinks that she could be playing a lot better.

"I don't think I'm half the player that I could be," Ballenger said. "I have a lot to learn."

Ballenger said that she makes mistakes and is not developed in all aspects of the game, but said, "My team has been very supportive in helping me learn."

She said that the coaches tell her she worries too much.

She said that her real strength is that she is team-oriented. "It's very important to me to have personal success, but also that my team have success," she said.

The Portland, Oregon native realized her dream to play basketball, and became more developed in the sport during the summer of 86 when she played basketball at the Blue Star West invitation camp. She said it was then that she realized she could play Division One basketball.

During her senior year of high school she was offered a scholarship to Oregon's All-Star team.

"I came out of a really good high school program," she said. "My coach knew the game well."

She took several basketball scholarships but had to make a final decision between the University of Texas at El Paso and the University of Idaho.
Does NFL stand for GOD?

COMMENTARY BY ERIK SIMPSON

Sports and religion do not mix. Recently while watching a Sunday NFL game on television, something struck me as odd and out of place.

What's wrong with this picture? Behind the goalposts sat two individuals who took it upon themselves to try to "save" football fans by displaying huge signs that read "Jesus Saves" and "Read the Bible."

When one of the teams kicked a field goal, these "fans of God," knowing that they were on national television, would jump up and wave the signs hoping that the viewers would pay attention.

Vandal athletic funding Where exactly does the money go?

ANALYSIS BY MIKE LEWIS

If ever a coach at the University of Idaho complained about student support for a given contest, he might have been able to use student fees as his defense.

The fact of the matter is, that out of each student's $321 registration fee for each semester, $60 is reserved for support of Idaho Varsity Athletics and that alone may very well justify one's support of the Vandals.

The yearly total of the collaboration of student fees that makes it to the Athletic Department comes to about $756,840, according to Athletic Director Bill Belknap and the Athletic Department's 1984 fiscal year estimated income tally.

That amount is the largest on the list of sources of income, followed by.

THERE are a lot of benefits to the university that might not show up in expenses, here or anywhere else. - Bill Belknap

with the General Operating Budget which consists of State Funds, which puts $726,400 in this year, Vandal Boosters donate $498,750, while Sports Revenue, consisting mainly of promotions, advertising and ticket sales, brings in $559,200, to bring the Athletic Department's total estimated income for 1984 to $2,540,790.

Now that it is clear that indeed every student attending the university supports Vandal Athletics, whether they choose to attend the events or not, the next logical question might be, "Where does the money go?"

Once the total amount is estimated, certain amounts are designated to each particular program within the department. This includes not only each man's and women's sports programs, but also the Sports Information Center, the training room and the ticket office to cite only a few examples.

SEE MONEY PAGE 21

Friesz named on AP Vandals make BSC 1st team

BY ERIK SIMPSON

Vandal quarterback John Friesz, who propelled Idaho to a Big Sky Conference championship, was named to the Associated Press Division I-AA All-America college football second team on Dec. 17.

Friesz, a sophomore, had a record-setting season at Idaho, passing for 3,677 yards and 28 touchdowns and led the Big Sky in total offense, averaging 317.2 yards a game.

In addition to the All-America honors, Friesz, in his first year as a starter, was also named the Big Sky Conference Most Valuable Player on offense and was chosen for the conference's first team.

He led the Vandals to a 9-2 regular-season record, with their only Big Sky loss to Idaho State. Nevertheless, the Vandals won their second conference title in three years.

The Vandals climbed to a No. 5 I-AA ranking and played Weber State in the first round of the NCAA playoffs. However, they lost to the Wildcats, who rallied after Idaho defeated the Utah school during the Homecoming earlier in the season.

John Friesz

were selected for the defensive team.

Wilkins was the second leading tackler for Idaho with 94 tackles including 22 for losses of 78 yards. Sanders, a strong safety, averaged more than eight tackles a game and had five sacks for 33 yards in losses. Sanders also had four pass deflections and intercepted two passes.

Paulson, a cornerback, finished the regular season with three pass deflections, three interceptions and averaged more than four tackles a game.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! CABLEVISION featuring

Channel 19

Channel 20

Channel 22

Channel 21

205 E. 5th MOSCOW 882-2832

SE 125 HIGH PULLMAN 332-2531

-April Brown

"I can't believe how self-conscious I used to be about my weight. I wore loose-fitting clothes and tried every fad diet that came along.

"Then I went to Diet Center. I learned how to change my eating habits and lost 28 pounds for good. "Now I'm a happier, more confident person, and I think that makes me more attractive."

Whether you want to lose ten pounds or 100, call Diet Center today.

We can change your life.

"Diet Center changed my life."
North Idaho gets first big snow
Skiers take to hills

ANALYSIS BY
JOHN FINTZ

One of the truly outstanding winter activities available to students at the University of Idaho is cross country skiing. The combination of rolling hills and thick forests presents a perfect situation for this excellent aerobic exercise.

Now that a decent amount of snow has fallen, cross country skiing is great, especially at higher elevations. But even around campus the University golf course skiing is good.

If the weather stays cold and more snow falls there may be optimum conditions for a long time. Cross country skiing is a relatively inexpensive and very enjoyable aerobic exercise. The challenge of rolling hills and steep mountains mires with beautiful scenery and crisp, clean air to create a surreal atmosphere of exciting fun.

What better way to enjoy and become part of nature's winter wonders than by skiing into the heart of quiet beauty.

Cross country skiing is a balance of tough exercise with coordinat-ed artistry. One glides through the snow concentrating on being relaxed and smooth in tandem with explosive leg motion. It is at beauty and strength. The striking combination of powerful exercise and smooth coordinated kick and glide makes for a wonderful enjoyment of the human body as animal and artist.

The sport is easy to learn but difficult to master. Cross country skiing resembles both running and walking in certain aspects but is unique in the lack of pounding on the legs. Skiing also works the upper body very well as use of the ski poles becomes extremely important to propulsion.

With the whole body working in concert, the motion and movement becomes a symphony of various parts blending as one. It is this convergence of coordinating parts combining with all the beauties of the winter setting that has made

See X-COUNTRY PAGE 20

CROSS country skiers are swarming to the hills as large accumulations of snow have pummelled northern Idaho. From the left Ted We, Jerard Jardin and Ken Mikorube take advantage of trails at the UI golf course.

ARGONAUT/John Fritz

CAMPUS
SPRING BREAK!
Transportation to and from Spokane Airport. Call your local travel agent or 882-1223.

CARPET REMNANTS
Bring in this coupon for $1.00 carpet samples in a large assortment of colors and styles.

THE CARPETMILL
327 W. 8th 882-1223

STINKER STATION
Your Keg Beer Headquarters

THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL:
Coors or Coors Light Only $3785

And, as always, 2 free bags of ice with each keg.

1104 W. Pullman Rd.
Open 7-11, 7 days a week

BETA SPECIAL
Sunday—Thursday Rent a beta machine and 4 movies for only $8.95

WR VIDEO
Open 10-10 every day
882-0893
423 W. 3rd, next to Daylight Donuts

THE HAIR CONNECTION
(Formerly Alice’s Beauty Salon)
We’re now open for your family’s hair care. We carry a wide range of hair products including Nexxus. Student cuts are always 7.50
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Winter is no excuse to slog

Winter is a great time to work on maintaining a high level of fitness. Winter offers a variety of activities. Just because the weather may be somewhat miserable on the Palouse this time of year, that is no excuse for sloth. Winter can be the optimum time for people to really get in shape for the upcoming spring and summer months.

Where else to begin besides the grand sport of running. Winntertime lends perfect conditions for cruising around the Moscow area in pursuit of cardiovascular fitness. The air is cold and crisp. There are no races to runners can kick back and relax into some great enjoyment.

There are certain hazards of course. Runners must try to avoid slipping on ice. Also, it is extremely important for runners to avoid cars that are slipping on ice. But these problems are not small annoyance to the true diehard.

Some basic key can make winter running safe and enjoyable. First, make sure a good warm-up of stretching the muscles and loosening up the whole body is accomplished before beginning a run. The warm-up period should include stretching as the muscles relaxes into elongation. Don’t bounce or force stretches because the violent motion can lead to injury.

Dressing warmly but not overdressing for the cold weather is also critical. Runners should not overdress because the chance of overheating while running can lead to excessive sweating and getting cold from the resulting soaked clothing. It is much better to dress somewhat lighter than you think appropriate and possibly carry an extra windbreaker or sweater along.

The most important aspect of dressing for cold weather exercise is to make sure the hands and head are covered. Those two areas have the greatest capacity for heat loss so they need to be protected from the chill.

Warming up well, dressing for the weather, being careful on slick roads and cooking down with stretching after finishing a run can usually guarantee enjoyable running and positive results from the exercise effort.

The previous discussion generally be applied to other winter sports as well. Walking, cross-country skiing and downhill skiing, basketball, weight lifting, stationary bike and free bicycling, and other types of vigorous exercise all require proper preparation and clothing to have a quality and injury-free experience.

Any of the variety of fitness activities can provide a lot of pleasure and health benefits to the participant. Also, they can serve as a great stress reliever and season is an inhibiting factor. It becomes too easy in stacking off and watching TV. Other temptations such as excessive eating and drinking can overstuff and derail us from keeping fit.

I firmly believe in indulgence, especially of home-cooked meals and holiday goodies. The combination of family, food, friends, and social drinking is a great and necessary part of the human condition.

Equally important is the indulgence, and enjoyment of fitness activities to keep the body in a state of finely tuned maintenance. This quality time can allow one to partake of the finer things in life and hopefully stay around for many years of good times.

The essential component of keeping an exercise program going during winter or any other time of the year, decade, or lifetime lies in the individual attitude. Just as in all other aspects of life, our personal attitude determines much of what happens thereafter.

With regards to fitness, in order to stay with any program or activity it must be fun. You gotta want it. You gotta love it. The basic ingredient is a perception that exercise is fun, and it will be fun. The attitude a person has always makes or breaks an exercise program. Once you convince yourself and allow running or walking or swimming or basketball or whatever to become personal enjoyment, then fitness will improve because there will be anticipation and desire to exercise.

Winter is a great time to develop this positive attitude and start working toward some fitness goals. So in summary, winter can accomplish small successes. Thinking about being patient and realistic during a run or walk helps with the climb towards higher levels of fitness.

X-COUNTRY FROM PAGE 13

was the sport of cross country skiing popular.

Now that discussion has been made regarding the costs of learning, lack of expense involved, and beautiful measure of the activity and reason should exist for not style cross country skiing.

Near Moscow there are many good areas to ski, depending on how challenging the terrain you desire. The UI golf course is an excellent area for beginners and intermediate skiers to learn and hone their techniques.

There is no lack of places to ski in southern Idaho. The beautiful mountain areas of our state create a magical wonderland of bad country to explore. Cross country skiing is readily accessible to types of people regardless age of fitness level or financial situation. Once you have tried the other cross country skiing and stumbled upon a frozen waterfall to swim in the mountain top is to be presented for reaching vistas, the true beauty of the sport is realized.
Vandals triumph over break

BY ERIK SIMPSON

During Christmas break the Vandals played well three times against Northern Arizona. The team also beat Nevada on Saturday.

The Vandals stretched their winning streak to four in a row after they defeated the Wolf Pack 72-63 in the dome. Idaho's victory put the team at 10-4 for the season, while UNR fell to 1-1 in league play and 8-5 overall.

James Fich led the Vandals in scoring with a season-high 22 points, including two slam dunks. He hit 10-of-17 for the night.

The Wolf Pack committed 22 turnovers in the game.

"That's a credit to Idaho," said UNR Head Coach Len Stevens. "They got us in and made us work a little more than we should have in the game of basketball."

For the first five minutes of the game the Vandals outrebounded Reno 13-6. Floyd attributed the un-Ivan-like high number of rebounds to transfer Marvin Johnson.

"It's amazing," he said.

"We've never been an offensive-rebounding team at all. Now we've got one guy keeping it alive and suddenly 1 see Raymond Brown doing it," James Fich, Ricardo Boyd. I can't explain it, but I don't think it's coincidental."

Northern Arizona

The Lumberjacks had three points lead over the Vandals at halftime, but Idaho overcame the deficit in front of a home crowd to win 64-65.

Brown was Idaho's leading scorer of the game with 18 points, while Ricardo Boyd scored 12 points in his 26 minutes of playing time.

Texas-Argentina

Head Coach Tim Floyd said that his team played their best during their 71-63 home victory over the Texas college on Jan. 2.

On the road Idaho also lost to this Lone Star State school earlier in the season by a score of 73-61. In the dome the Vandals shot 60% against Texas connecting on 27-of-41 shots for a season high. Idaho hit its eight first shot of the second 20 minutes and with 10 minutes to play in the ball game was scoring 750 from the floor. Sam Houston State.

The Vandals retained after their early-season loss to SHS to beat the Texas school in the Kibbit Dome 40-46 on Dec. 26.

The men's basketball team is Texas earlier in the season and found themselves playing catch-up most of the game. The Vandals made up an 18-point deficit, but still lost the content 60-54.

Gonzaga

I saw that Idaho had their hands full against the Washington school losing in Spokane on Dec. 22 by a score of 77-57. Incidentally, this was the only game that the Vandals lost over the holidays.

Western State

Center Raymond Brown scored 20 points and had nine rebounds even though he played only 27 minutes of the game. Brown's points helped Idaho bury their opposition in front of a home crowd 70-37 on Dec. 19.

The Vandals held Western State to only 37 which is the second lowest number of points scored against the Vandals this season. The record for number of points is only 33 points.

Idaho hopes to continue their winning streak when they take on the road to challenge Boise State on Friday at 7:30 p.m.

Outdoor Corner

Upcoming Events:

Winter Wilderness Skills Series

The popularity of winter wilderness activities over the past decade has increased at an astounding rate. While the winter season offers an array of special recreational opportunities successful participation in the winter environment requires an increased knowledge of techniques and skills.

The University of Idaho Outdoor Program recognizes a void in winter skills education. The Winter Wilderness Skills Series includes evening presentations and outings in a progression from the basics to more advanced skills.

Cross-country Skiing

The UI Outdoor Program will be opening an action-packed spring schedule this weekend with a couple of opportunities to enjoy the latest snowfall. As part of the Winter Wilderness Skills Series the OP will sponsor a cross country ski tour ideal for beginner skiers Jan. 16 while on Jan. 17 a back-country ski tour is set to leave.

Those interested in a more challenging day in the back-country can join the OP for an advanced cross country tour for a day trip on Jan. 23.

Each trip is a day trip and sign-ups will be taken throughout the week at the OP office in the SUB basement.

A winter overnight As part of the winter skills series there will be a presentation for preparing for an overnight stay in winter conditions. This instructional presentation will be Jan. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the SUB-Russel Room.

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL

$3.99

FISH ALL YOU CAN EAT

There are plenty of fish in the sea. If you keep eating them, we'll keep bringing them. And even though we promise not to run out of fish, this special offer will run out January 31. Enjoy unlimited fish, fries, chowder and coleslaw.

SPECIAL OFFER

642,476

$79

TJ's Place

719 21st Street, Lewiston
822 Pullman Rd., Moscow

Coming Home, I drove
Into the Wrong House and
Collided With A
Tree. I Don't care

Greene's

Body & Paint Service

Quality Craftsmanship is Our Product

Outstanding Customer Service

- Body Repair
- Paint
- Front & Rear Wheel Alignment
- Expert Color Matching
- Sunroof Sales & Installation
- Auto Glass Replacement

Try US, We Try HARDER 882-6535
435 E. Palouse River Drive, Moscow

Back to School Sale!!

10% OFF ALL NOVELTIES
IN STOCK JAN. 13 & 14

Next to the Bon in
The Palouse Mall
883-0511

Take this opportunity to get that special gift for initiation for your big bro or sis. Also special bulk orders for your finances or your exchanges at low competitive rates.
Expect humor from 'Momma' DeVito helms smart, wacky film

**REVIEW BY KIKI LAUGHLIN**

Not since this spring's *Raising Arizona* has there been a film as eye-rolling, entertaining as Danny DeVito's *Throw Momma From The Train***.

From The Train. Part of it can be attributed to Barry Sonnenfeld, the director of photography on both films, but the rest is due to the originality and energy of both productions.

Which is not to say that DeVito has succeeded raising Arizona. What *Throw Momma From The Train* resembles most closely is Hitchcock's *Strangers on a Train* (from which DeVito the director gets his title) and DeBovito the character with the troublesome Momma gets his idea for the perfect murder dallied through Ruthless People.

The plot has Devito (DeBovito) misattributing the advice from his fiction professor Larry (Billy Crystal) for a plan to murder Larry's wife who has stolen and published a novel from Larry, leaving him paralyzed with writer's block. In

exchange (it is Hitchcock's own believes Larry will kill his monstrously abusive Momma (played with grunting, lurching hilarity by Anne Ramsey)

DeVito handles Throw Momma From The Train with surprising skill for a first directorial effort. Not only is the character comedy dead-on with Crystal's nervous, indigent writer, but so is the cartoonish slaughtering of people sliding down stairs, out-of-control cars and fancy pants connecting with heads.

What *Throw Momma From The Train* really deals with once the veneer of black comedy is peeled back is the growing friendship between Larry and Owen. This aspect may have been short-changed by the throw-away gags and jerky plot points but even during all the wackiness, DeVito gives arresting sensitivity and sympathy to Owen. Gone is the mean spirited character which DeVito has created in Raising Arizona through *Taxi* through *Romancing the Stone* and, to some extent, *Tim Men*. In its place is a pathetic middle aged man's willingness to murder exists only as a cover to his need for companionship.

Never heavy on this theme, DeVito sneaks it in the back door while you're laughing hysterically at many of the more obvious Three Men and a Baby which lades on the sentiment at the expense of story and comedy. Sometimes it makes a blurry, dizzying film which makes you feel a little unlike the characters but never so up on you as to make you laugh with them.

**ANALYSIS BY LEIGH ROBARTES**

What comes when you think of the word "indecency"? Think hard now. Are you thinking about napalm strikes or roadkill? Or perhaps the scene from *Apocalypse Now* where the prisoner gets his buddy's head in his lap at show time? Maybe your idea of indecency is that passionate couple in the corner. I'm sure there are as many definitions of indecency as there are people out there.

When the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) changed the definition of indecency as it applies to broadcasters last April, and then cited three radio stations for illegal "indecency" broadcasts under the new definition, a chill swept through the industry. This chill was felt strongest among students and community stations, particularly the ones that were accustomed to letting their air talent design their own programming and choose their own music.

The FCC's new definition of indecency ("...the responsible broadcast of language or material that depicts or describes, in terms patently offensive to children, an activity, or which, in the context in which it appears, lacks any redeeming social importance") was sufficiently vague as to cause broadcasters across the country to cry out for a more specific definition. What is patently offensive? What are the contemporary community standards of the broadcast industry? Did this talk of "contemporary community standards" (in the plural) imply a national homogeneity forced upon the communities in which we choose to live? Broadcasters demanded answers. A concrete definition was promised by the FCC, but when it finally came out in November, it was merely a statement as to the exact time, midnight to 6 a.m., that the current vague definition of indecency would not be enforced, due to the unlikelihood that children would be in the audience.

Many stations overreacted. KJZ-FM in Austin, Texas forbade the playing of many vintage blues recordings. The management of free-form radio stations with large record libraries felt more inclined to cut into their DJ's creativity by imposing restrictive playlists on them. Stations that have held out against the wave of computer-generated cloned formatting, such as KUON, find that at the very least, they must spend untold hours previewing records before they can risk letting them be played on the air.

Melanie Collins of WRFG in Atlanta feels that "the FCC ruling uses indecent language as a smoke-screen to repress a culture of sensibes and keep us from programing material considered threatening."

She may be right. If you look at the three stations cited by the FCC last April, you'll find that only one of them was using a was called a "shock radio" format, that is broadcasting sexually explicit and scatological humor during the morning "drive time" in order to boost ratings and rake in the cash. The other two stations involved were motivated in a totally different way.

One of them, KPFK in Los Angeles, is owned by the Pacifica Foundation which operates six high-powered, non-commercial FM stations in the top ten markets. The network has a well developed news organization that produces a daily half-hour news magazine, the *Pacifica Report*, which is distributed by satellite to dozens of stations around the country. Pacifica has also been producing and archiving in-depth radio documentaries since the early sixties. Their news has always championed the underdog in society. They have never been afraid to call those in power on corruption or scandalous behavior at home or abroad. Poor, disenfranchised, ethnic minorities, gays and others find that outlet for public expression on stations owned by the Pacifica Foundation.

No doubt the Pacifica Report has stepped on toes of highly placed officials in our seven year old administration from time to time. Pacifica has been muckracking for a long time, and it is interesting to note that the last time a station had been prosecuted for indecency in this country, it was Pacifica owned WEAI-FM in New York in the infamous George Carlin "seven dirty words" case of 1976. Muckrackers make delicious targets.

The broadcast that KPFK cited for prosecution after 10 p.m., which was at the time considered "safe harbor" for broadcasts of matter the FCC considered indecent. It was a show that contained an excerpt from an off-Broadway play that included actors discussing explicit sexual fantasies. The Arbiters, these two stations involved were motivated in a totally different way.

One of them, KPFK in Los Angeles, is owned by the Pacifica Foundation which operates six high-powered, non-commercial FM stations in the top ten markets.
1987 went to the movies

Highs and lows of the cinematic year

The big budget morality plays like Wall Street and comedies like *Three Men and a Baby* have dominated the Christmas box office. Some of the year’s best films such as *Raising Action* and *Full Metal Jacket*, though, heightened movie screens earlier in the year.

(ARGONAUT/John Fritz)

BIG BUDGET MORALITY PLAYS LIKE *WALL STREET* AND COMEDIES LIKE *THREE MEN AND A BABY* HAVE DOMINATED THE CHRISTMAS BOX OFFICE. SOME OF THE YEAR’S BEST FILMS SUCH AS *RAISING ACTION* AND *FULL METAL JACKET*, THOUGH, HEIGHTENED MOVIE SCREENS EARLIER IN THE YEAR.

(ARGONAUT/John Fritz)

---

**AVANT GUIDE**

All anyone has to do to tell it’s the new year is to glance at all the big-budget epic in the movies and see how many of them are sequels. I love the smell of new reviews in the air. Without trying to read the minds of the Academy — it’s impossible, anyway, I can’t get over Raiders of the Lost Ark getting out to the serious-minded Critics’ Pick for few years back.

I’d like to recoup the celluloid year with a few awards of my own.

**Best Lead, Comedy:** Steve Martin. His virile performance in *Ronnie and the Limelight* is a fine follow-up in *Planes, Trains and Automobiles* and established Martin as a versatile comic actor rather than a mere gag machine. *Raiders of the Lost Ark*.

**Best Supporting, Comedy:** Keiffel Sutherland. Although it’s an eccentric material, *That’s My Boy* makes a scary, fearsome young-old vampire in this summer’s *The Lost Boys*.

**Best Villain, Drama:** Michael Douglas. Wall Street will have been a bit empty at the center without Douglas’ slimy performance as the most amoral man alive. The power of greed and wealth just ooze out of the manipulating character he creates and Douglas revels in it.

**Most Offbeat Performance:** Jack Nicholson. Like the whole film *Witches of Eastwick*, a lot of the things Nicholson’s Devil character does and says make little sense but no one cares, rants and raves better. *Raising Action*. His character in *Raising Arizona* is an unhuma*tion of Texas, social commentator and overgrown child. *Raising Action*.

**Biggest Surprise, Swimming to Cambodia.** Despite the good word of mouth, I didn’t think seeing Spalding Gray talk for ninety minutes would be consistently entertaining. With Grey’s comic presence and Jonathan Demme’s imaginative direction, though, Swimming is educational and hilarious.

**Biggest Waste of Time:** *American Woman on the Moon.* I’m all for films that are trying to be silly (see *Airplane!*), but the six directors of *American Woman*, which included John Landis and Joe Dante, had maybe one good idea out of every twenty. And the bad segments lasted for hours, it seemed.

**Worst Scene:** Having a Big Budg - et: *Beverly Hills Cop II.* See car crashes, see Eddie Murphy own a lot of car chases, see director Tony Scott own the scene from his own film, *The Hunger*, see the same film for the third time in the upcoming *Cop III*.

**Best Film With Barely a Plot:** *Radio Days*. Mood heavy with its gentle evoking of World War II memories, this Woody film had as much humor, warmth and insight as anything released, ever.

**Best Comedy of the Year:** *Raising Arizona*. Joel and Ethan Coen aren’t afraid to assault the senses with their visual skill or defy all of Hollywood’s rules by treating their infamous characters with seriousness and dignity. Someday, all filmmakers will take chances like these guys do (Danny DeVito has already started the trend with *Throw Momma From the Train*). In the meantime, Eddie Murphy will keep spoon-feeding brainlessness to eighth-graders.

**Best Thriller of the Year: Lethal Weapon.* The Unconshubes was a bit too ornate, *The Lost Boys* a bit too MTV-oriented, *Fatal Attraction* a bit too blatant. All fine thrillers but Richard Donner’s Lethal Weapon was a lean, muscular animal which balanced its cop/bullets/blood/car-chase action with great acting by Gibson and Danny Glover. Without the indulgence of something like *Cop II*, Donner has fun and creates chills by way of this film that leaves you down enough for the audience to catch its breath.

**Best Drama of the Year: Full Metal Jacket.** Despite all the paradoxes of the last minute entries like *Empire of the Sun*, *Wall Street* and *Broadcast News*, Stanley Kubrick’s Full Metal Jacket struck closest to the bone with its coldly in-Vietnam violent styliness and unexpected humorous tinges made into a haunting portrait of mixed priorities.

**P.S. Don’t forget to see this film.**
College books come up short

Handbook, 'Book of Questions' don't test students' capabilities

Stock's The Book of Questions (Workman Publishing, $3.95) are entertaining to read but after finishing them, a suspicion arises that their lightweight topics have been treated with all flash and no substance. These two works are literary equivalents of one-night stands.

Out of the two, Debra's (that is the name on the cover) Gentleman's Guide is the most fun. Taking a cue from syndicated columnist/author Dave Barry, Debra looks wryly at college life, covering things like how to narrow answers down on a multiple choice test, how to talk to your mother when she calls when you're drunk, and how to classify different people on campus (i.e. fraternity jerk, radical Miffy, Feminist).

Debra's best stuff happens when he gets rambling off on a tangent such as his speculation about professors: "Your professor is the guy who gives lectures and writes the exams. The rest of the time, he's busy writing books that nobody's going to read."

Also high on the humor scale is his description of the average college living conditions which is subject to "Roommate Inspired Depression." "Imagine yourself alone in your bed while your roommate is not alone in his. The screams, the giggles, and constant thump of thump against the wall are all his way of getting even with you for making him pay the extra penny on this month's phone bill."

Most of the time, Debra's material is amiable rather than hilarious, making the reader yearn for a good joke to come up rather than concentrating on actually reading. It's O.K. but it's certainly not David Letterman.

At its worst, The Gentleman's Real Guide To College is grudgingly racist (translating "I'll have roast beef with plenty of mayonnaise." to "Grits with plenty of o' grease." in the cultural section. Ha, ha, ha.) and fixated on sex. Debra makes so many references to it, its like talking to a horny, loud-mouthed ninth-grader.

The biggest drawback to the book, though, is its thinness. It's only seventy pages long and printed in large type. After spending ten dollars, most people want to read for longer than forty-five minutes. Rent Animal House instead.

More intellectually orientated is Stock's Book of Questions. The title is self-explanatory — the book is made up of questions...
`Three Men and a Baby` bombs

Nimoy film suffers from terminal cuteys

REVIEW BY KIRK LAUGHLIN

Leonard Nimoy didn't need to prove that he could competently direct a film. After all, he'd helmed the last two Star Trek films which, if not masterpieces, certainly moved along good-naturedly enough to inspire the munching of popcorn and the piling up of money in the box-office.

Tom Selleck, Ted Danson and Steve Guttenberg didn't need to prove they could pull off convincingly, humorously engaging characters. Selleck and Danson have been doing it for years on, respective-ly, Magnum P.I. and Cheers. Guttenberg has done it against the grain of horrible scripts like Police Academy IV through IV. He's also landed good roles which he has amably lived up to in Coope and The Bedroom Window.

In the course of Nimoy's film Three Men and a Baby all the men mentioned above prove that they can do a halfway decent job. They also prove that all the money that went into this production should've been spent on script re-writes rather than on the expensive setting which includes all the trap- pings of affluence that these bachelors are blessed with – Yup- pie furniture, a battalion of VCRs and stereo equipment, a lot of ac- tors to fill up a needless opening party – but nothing that produces anything but passing interest, just like this film.

SEE BABY PAGE 26
Crazy 8's forge distinct sound

BY SAL PARADISE

Jump up and dance, the Crazy 8's are back with the release of their third album. Hailing from Corvallis, Oregon, this seven-piece band plays an infectious blend of ska, funk, and rock and roll. This release finds them becoming more comfortable with themselves and forging such a distinct sound of their own. They expand musical styles considerably, giving the album a much broader appeal and accessibility. Produced by Dazz Band guitarist Marlon McClain on their own label, the band's rhythm and horn section play lead and punch. Lead singer Todd Duncan's bouncy vocals lead the band through ten songs of great toe-tapping jump rock. Robert Cray even makes a guest appearance on a track entitled "Naked Party." Definitively a band that is "best live," this album comes closer than any other in reproducing the exuberant and energy of their fantastic live performances. Having played the past two Mardi Gras in Moscow, they are known now in the audience in a dancing frenzy for the whole night. A tribute to a band which we are creating more national attention in the near future.

BABY FROM PAGE 25

The storyline, adapted from the French film Three Men and a Cradle, concerns three womenizers who have a baby delivered to them and must care for it until the mother comes to claim it. Nimoy and company apparently enjoy an aspect of the men's lives—the baby messes up their plans! They have to change her diapers! They have to stay up late! Get it?—

would carry a film because we are granted only glimpses of Selleck's personal life and only sketchy backgrounds on those of Danson and Gutenberg.

Nimoy makes every scene colorful with a jumping camera and clever usage of spousal action. Both Nimoy and his stars are funny now and then, but the movie is spun sugar from beginning to end, leaving one sticky-mouthed and unsatisfied.

Got Everything You Need for the Semester?

□ Class Schedule
□ Pens and Pencils
□ Notebooks
□ Textbooks
□ Good Study Skills
□ Reading, & exam preparation

Learning Resource Center: for tutoring & counseling in reading and study skills (note taking, test reading, & exam preparation)

Next to Satellite SUB
M-F, 8 am - 5:30 pm

COLOR YOURSELF Involved ... in ASUI

Applications are now available in the ASUI General Offices, in the first floor of the SUB—between 8:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.


Academic Board: 3 positions
Activities Board: 4 positions
Student Government Board: 3 positions
SUB Board: 3 positions
Communication Board: 3 positions
Homecoming Chairman: 1 position

The point is that stations such as KPPK and KCSB through their coverage, have contributed greatly to our society and to the much-needed knowledge of the world. They are also of the type that contributes the most artistically to our society, by allowing a wide range of musical and political ideas to be expressed. Does our government have the right to stifle this sort of public expression? Do we dare let it?
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

The #1 Selection is Pizza Perfection

- No charge for Thick Crust
- Homemade Sauce
- Fresh Made Dough
- 30-minute delivery
- 100% Real Cheese
- 2 Free Cokes/Diet Cokes
- 10-minute pick-up
- No charge for extra sauce

882-1111
428 W. 3rd
3rd St. Plaza

TUESDAY PIZZAZZ
Order a large
Pay for a small
every Tuesday

Hours: Monday-Thursday 4 p.m.-1 a.m.
Friday 4 p.m.-2 a.m.
Saturday 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
Sunday 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

(Limited Delivery Area)

16" Perfection
$11.00
Save $2.85
Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
One coupon per pizza
Expires 1-17-88
Not valid on Tuesday

$200 Off
Any Large Pizza

16" 2-Item
$8.50
Save $2.85
Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
One coupon per pizza
Expires 1-17-88
Not valid on Tuesday

12" 2-Item
$6.00
Save $1.60
Name ____________________________________________
Address __________________________________________
One coupon per pizza
Expires 1-17-88
Not valid on Tuesday
UI BOOKSTORE WELCOMES YOU BACK FOR ANOTHER SEMESTER!!

Avoid the Rush! Buy textbooks early!

BOOK RETURN POLICY

If you are unable to return your textbooks or other items on or before the due date, call our Bookstore at 885-0979 or stop by the Bookstore Office. A late fee will be charged for all textbooks returned after January 16, 1988.

OUR REGULAR HOURS DURING THE SEMESTER WILL BE

MONDAY
8 a.m. - 5:20 p.m.
FRIDAY
6 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

For information call: Textbooks, 885-0979 General, 885-0469

Important information that concerns the Bookstore's policy:

- If you are the sole judge in determining whether books are in a reusable condition, you must be responsible for returning them in good condition and on time.
- Textbooks and special orders are NOT RETURNABLE.
Karl Marks gives up wealth & career...

Valuable coupons on back...

Karl Marks the man and the legend...

Not long ago...in a country far, far, from here there lived a young orphan boy named Karl Marksobushl. As a child Mr. Karl's was left on the door step of a traveling shoe salesman and his wife, who worked in a local fish factory. The shoe salesman was continually on the road and the fishing season was long and arduous, so Karl was raised by his step sister Bianca. Bianca was interested in music and sang like there was no tomorrow, unfortunately she had a horribly loud voice and the experience left poor Karl deaf in his left ear.

At the tender age of four Karl Marksobushl was sent off to a boarding school for the children of the rich and famous. In an attempt to help pay his way through school Karl took up the cello, which he played in the school band. Young Karl was a prodigy as all that horrible singing sunk in because by the end of his first trimester he became world renowned and received job offers from around the globe. For many years Mr. Marksobushl played to the delight of music lovers from Tahiti to Hoboken New Jersey. At the age of fourteen he felt he had reached a dead-end in his life and music. Although he was still wildly popular, not to mention extremely successful, Karl, with all of his real estate, automobiles, jewelry, and quite frankly a whole lot of stuff, was unhappy. He needed meaning in his life, a reason to be.

For the next ten years Karl played his music and searched and played and searched. Everywhere he went Karl would ask, "What's it all about?" But no one could answer. He was a guest star for the Corelli Ensemble, in Moscow Idaho, a place better known as the Heart of the Arts, it came to him. Every night after the performance it was the same old thing. "Where can I eat? Where can a person get good food for a reasonable price. How can I get some real voice around here?" he screamed, and as the last remnant of that scream faded from his ears, it was replaced with a little voice speaking softly, saying, what is fast to make...easy to bake...more nutritious than steaks?

Then the voice got louder, what a perfect treat...a simple feast...that any number of people can eat. The voice grew louder still, don't you know? It's made from dough, and you get it to go. Just as Karl thought, he was surely going mad, the voice stopped. Exhausted and confused Karl stumbled back to his room and fell sound asleep. No sooner had his head hit the pillow, when he began to dream. A strange wonderful dream, a dream of satisfaction and contentment. In that dream, he was performing a symphony of eight sounds, delicious. That was then, this is now, and it's certain volume will be written about its success. It isn't any wonder, that this food item has become the most widely eaten item on earth. All had Mr. Marks for an amazing discovery.

It can be made for a crowd of any size, or simply for different tastes by the mere arrangement of the ingredients. This feast can only be duplicated by a little known Spanish fish called paisa or maybe a six foot submarine sand- which. And here's how you can do it.

Karlo couldn't recall what had truly happened in that dream, how many of us really can, at least not right away. He awoke and as he sat on the side of his bed waiting for the sleep to give way to consciousness, that little voice in his ear returned. What is fast to make, easy to bake still...Karlo tried to shake it off. Maybe he was crazy, then the voice returned, difficult to fake, more nutritious than a steak. With this Karl awoke and as he did he dream slowly came back to him. Dancing food, flying sauces, and heat. What could this all mean? Why were these things happening to him? The voice again, don't you know it's made from dough, you can get it to go. Then like a bolt of lightning, like a connection from ear to ear, like a religious experience, he understood. He was the conductor, the maestro, the music man, only his creations would not be sounds or notes. They would be something much more important. They would be food, good tasting, affordable and satisfying food. The perfect treat, a simple feast, that any number of people could. It's as simple as getting out of bed. Karl Marksobushl would open a restaurant and feed the hungry masses, and he would feed them pies.

So that's it! That is the story of good old Karl and how he gave up music, a fortune in real estate, and possessions that would make J.R. jealous. Giving them up to follow his heart and do something decent for the people of the world.

Karlo is long gone now, but not forgotten. He is remembered everywhere someone orders one of those delightful pies. His restaurant is still here.

please see LEGEND back page
**LUNCH**
Served Monday - Friday  11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

**SALADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALL YOU CAN EAT</strong></td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Trip</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One Trip with pizza/sandwich</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chef's Salad</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A bed of fresh lettuce topped with onions, green peppers, black olives, mushrooms, pepperoni, Canadian bacon, cheese &amp; tomatoes</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crab Louis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender flaked crab on a bed of lettuce, topped with hard-boiled eggs, cheddar cheese, and tomatoes</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Shrimp Louis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender flaked shrimp on a bed of lettuce, topped with hard-boiled eggs, cheddar cheese, and tomatoes</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SANDWICHES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HAM &amp; SWISS</strong></td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender ham, tangy Swiss cheese, lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise and onion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROAST BEEF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roast beef, Monterey Jack cheese, lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise and onion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TURKEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White turkey, Monterey Jack cheese, lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise and onion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRENCH DIP</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender roast beef, mozzarella cheese, and our own delicately prepared hot au jus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CANADIAN BACON</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canadian bacon, mozzarella cheese, lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise and onion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PHILADELPHIA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender roast beef, Swiss cheese, green pepper, onions, mushrooms and our own special Philly sauce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEATBALL</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meatballs, mushrooms, mozzarella cheese, and spaghetti sauce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BBQ BEEF</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender roast beef, mild hickory sauce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REUBEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corned beef, sauerkraut, Swiss cheese, on flavorful rye bread.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRAB &amp; CHEESE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tender flaked crab, cheddar cheese, tomato and mayonnaise.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPAGHETTI**
Served with our original sauce, meatballs, mushrooms, garlic bread and a one trip salad bar. 3.89

**LUNCH PIZZA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINI PIZZA</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each extra topping</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BEVERAGES</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coke Classic, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke, 7-Up, Rootbeer</strong></td>
<td>Small 0.89 Medium 0.99 Monster 1.99 Pitcher 1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coffee/Tea</strong></td>
<td>Glass 1.25 Pitcher 3.50 Bottle 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Draft Beer</strong></td>
<td>Glass 0.95 Half Liter 2.05 Liter 4.05 Wine Cooler 1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>House Wine</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MLK not granted holiday status in Idaho

DINNER
Served 7 days a week 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.

Super Salad Bar

ALL YOU CAN EAT 3.89
Lite Trip 2.59
Lite Trip with pizza/sandwich 1.99

Lettuce Salad A bed of fresh lettuce topped with onions, sun peppers, black olives, mushrooms, pepperoni, Canadian bacon, cheese & tomatoes. 3.99

Crab Louis Tender flaked crab on a bed of lettuce; topped with hard-boiled eggs, cheddar cheese, and tomatoes. 3.99

Shrimp Louis Tender flaked shrimp on a bed of lettuce; topped with hard-boiled eggs, cheddar cheese, and tomatoes. 3.99

SPAGHETTI
Served with our original sauce, meatballs, mushrooms, garlic bread

Dinner (with one trip salad bar) 3.99
Ala Carte 2.99
Side Order Garlic Bread 0.99
Children under 6 0.99

RL MARKS PIZZA

SPECIALS

CLAL Peperonni, sausage, onions, es, green peppers.

ome your taste buds! Two crusts, pepperoni, onions, cheese, & Mzzarella cheese.

g & sliced beef with bickory

Toppings to set adrift in your sea of

1. Topings in a land-locked crust.

ured onions, and caviar.

in style pizza with mild green chilis,

topped with shredded lettuce, onions,

ted upon request.

Green peppers, fresh tomatoes, es, onions.

Create-a-Pizza

Toppings

Cheese 4.10 7.20
Peperonni 4.75 8.15
Salami 4.40 9.10
White sausage 4.05 10.05
Taco beef 4.05 10.05
Canadian bacon 4.05 10.05
Shrimp 7.85 11.85
Smoked oysters 6.95 11.95
Extra toppings 6.95 11.95
Crab 6.95 11.95
Thick crust 6.95 11.95
Pita Pizza 2.40

Extra cheese

Anchovies

Pepperoni

Extra cheese

Roast beef

Green chilies

Lingua

Green peppers

Beef

Garlic

Jalapenos

DINNER SANDWICHES

R. JONES Premium roast beef.
Mozzarella cheese.

Canadian bacon, onions, & swiss cheese.

Pepperoni, cheese.

& chips.

Sliced beef & ched...

Mozzarella cheese.

Whole

Served 7 days a week 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.

4.99

4.05

4.99

4.99

REUBEN Tasty corned beef, sauerkraut, swiss cheese, rye bread & chips 4.99

PHILADELPHIA Premium roast beef topped with green peppers, onions, fresh mushrooms & swiss cheese, our own philly sauce, and Chips. 4.99

FRENCH DIP Premium roast beef, mozzarella cheese, steaming au jus, served with chips 4.99

Extra Meat 0.50

Extra Cheese 0.50

Extra Chips 0.25

D.V. Ham, pepperoni, salami, Monterey Jack cheese, pepper cheese, cheddar cheese & chips. 4.99

HAM & SWISS Tender ham, tangy Swiss cheese & chips. 4.99

CLUB Juicy white turkey, ham, cheddar cheese, Monterey Jack cheese & chips. 4.99

TURKEY Juicy white turkey, Monterey Jack cheese & chips. 4.99

ROAST BEEF Premium roast beef, Monterey Jack cheese & chips... 4.99

Above sandwiches include mayonnaise, lettuce, onions, tomatoes, vinegar, oil & spices.

Half sandwiches available on request at 2.99
Super Salad Bar

Join us for the salad of a lifetime. Prepared fresh daily with up to 90 items depending on availability. The below list are items that regularly appear on our salad bar. But don't take our word for it, take a look!

Hot Side
(8 items Daily)
- Taco meat
- Refried beans
- Cheese sauce
- Chili con carne
- Taco shells

Cold Side
- Lettuce
- Alfalfa sprouts
- Broccoli
- Cauliflower
- Radishes

Green onions
- Carrots
- 4 bean salad
- Cold slaw
- Potato salad
- Macaroni Salad
- Cherry tomatoes
- Celery
- Cherry peppers
- Banana peppers
- Fresh mushrooms
- Black olives
- Salsa
- Cheese
- Cottage cheese
- Ham
- Bacon bits
- Sunflower seeds
- Raisins
- Pudding
- Coconut
- Cake or pie
- Bread sticks
- Bagels

Add to this your choice of 6 salad dressings and you've got a meal...

LEGEND

From Page 1

The name was shortened by the recommendation of a friend. It seems people had a hard time saying Karl's last name, so they shortened it to Karl Marks, and that's not to be confused with the politician, although it's sure they would have shared a few ideas over a couple of those pies.

If your curious stop in. It's at 1830 W. Pulman Hyw. in Mesqow. But if you don't have the time, give em a call 888-8888 and they'll deliver.

Oh! by the way, Karl also invented the salad bar, but that is a whole other story.

PIZZA ACTION
883-3333

TOP THIS!
Any Large 2 topping PIZZA
$7.99
Plus Tax

FAST FREE DELIVERY
Expires
1 coupon per order

PIZZA ACTION
883-3333

TOP THIS!
Any Large 2 topping PIZZA
$7.99
Plus Tax

FAST FREE DELIVERY
Expires
1 coupon per order